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Scale insects—not made easy
Anne L. Averill,  University of Massachusetts—Amherst
• Big widespread 
problem now!
• Scales appeared in 
old days too
• Management 
requires knowledge 
of biology and 
precision spray
• Look for vine injury 
in spring and 
through the season
Must target crawler 
stage in June
Well-timed Diazinon
spray works!
Structure
Scale insects are a global problem
1000s of species
MA outbreak back in 1950s 
Notes by Henry J Franklin 1950
Armored scales in MA cranberry
Putnam scale
• Diaspidiotus ancylus
• Bark and leaf form
Latania scale
• Hemiberlesia lataniae
• Franklin 1950
Cranberry scale
• Hemiberlesia oxycoccus
• Franklin 1950
Dearness scale
• Rhizaspidiotus
dearnessi
• Franklin 1950
Oystershell
scale
• Lepidosaphes ulmi
• Franklin 1950
then
now
now
Putnam scale (95% of sites): shown on old wood 
Over 60 sites across industry now
Effective management with well timed 
Diazinon spray or late water
Putnam scale injury
New Jersey reported Putman scale in old days
Scammel 1917. Cranberry Insect Problems.
“the Putnam scale is a formidable enemy…badly 
encrusted vines …infestation dotted here and 
there over the bog” 
New observation: Putnam scale and 
reports of serious fruit injury
New observation: Putnam scale and 
serious leaf injury 
New: another species appeared at a few 
sites this year:  Lantania scale
• Hundreds of host plants
– Avocado, palms, 
kiwifruit, ornamentals, 
macadamia, mango, 
grapevines
• We will check: may be 
on plants near bog
• Will it outbreak and 
spread as Putnam did?
Scale’s cover is sealed to surface: 
underneath cover, female is protected from 
pesticide applications
Female is blob-like (legless etc) and pops out eggs 
under the cover
Female is a blob 
under the scale cover 
filled with eggs
Egg hatches to crawler stage
Crawler walks over vines and settles
crawler
Crawler stage
• Once settles, individual never moves again
• Forms a white cap cover
– Now seal has formed and is safe from sprays
Crawler has settled on right,
look for white caps
‘crawler flap' forms: exiting crawlers 
break female’s seal
Ian C. Stocks
Not too early, not too late
• Spray applications timed targeting 
crawler emergence are maximally 
effective
• Usually just prior to bloom for Putnam
• This may coincide with bloom for Latania
Observations from other scale reports
• Crawlers are the dispersing stage
– By wind
– By animals and people
• Dry weather favors dispersal success
• Heavy rain causes high mortality of crawlers
What to do
• Work to pinpoint weak or off-color vines: look 
for scales on the old bark early in season
• Consider late water for known infestation
• Spray Diazinon when crawlers are observed
What to do
• If site is suspected, call us to scout or 
bring in vine samples!!
• Bring the whole length of the vine 
including old growth down to ground
–not just short uprights
• Why do outbreaks 
occur?
• Not known
–Climate change?
• Overwintering conditions
–Natural enemies have 
been eliminated
• Broad spectrum insecticides
– Introduced from 
elsewhere without 
enemies
